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This book is a general account of the doctrine, worship and life of Orthodox Christians by the author

of the now classic The Orthodox Church. It raises the basic issues of theology: God is hidden yet

revealed; the problem with evil; the nature of salvation; the meaning of faith; prayer; death and what

lies beyond. In so doing, it helps to fill the need for modern Orthodox catechism. Yet this book is not

a mere manual, a dry-as-dust repository of information. Throughout the book, Bishop Kallistos Ware

shows the meaning of Orthodox doctrine for the life of the individual Christian. Doctrinal issues are

seen not as abstract propositions for theological debate but as affecting the whole of life. A wealth of

texts drawn from theologians and spiritual writers of all ages accompanies Bishop Kallistos'

presentation. They, too, reveal Orthodoxy not just as a system of beliefs, practices and customs but

indeed as the Way.
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"The Orthodox Way," by Bishop Kallistos Ware is the second most frequently recommended book

on Eastern Orthodoxy in the English language to date, and the top book specifically on Orthodox

Christian spirituality. (The number one book on Orthodoxy is his classic work, "The Orthodox

Church," published under his given name, Timothy Ware.I first read an earlier edition of "The

Orthodox Way" many years ago as an Evangelical Christian, shortly after I began looking into the

Orthodox Church. At that time it communicated to me that something profoundly spiritual was going

on in this church of "smells and bells," robes and formal liturgical worship. It introduced me to the

mystery of God, and made me realize that it was important to spend less energy talking about and



trying to understand God, and to spend more time getting to know him in prayer. This is where I first

encountered the idea that theology in the strict sense of the word is "the contemplation of God

himself."It was this book that explained the importance of the Trinity, not only as part of the Nicene

Creed, but that God has been Trinity since before the book of Genesis, and a proper understanding

of him will drive how we commune with him. My first reading introduced me to new terms and

concepts: apophatic approach (saying what God is not rather than what he is), apatheia

(dispassion), passion (any disordered appetite or longing that takes possession of the soul), nous

(spiritual intellect), nepsis (watchfulness, sobriety and wakefulness), theosis (deified, or "christified,"

or "made sharers of the divine nature" [2 Peter 1:4]), and the difference between the "essence" and

"energies" of God.
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